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PM Holness Commits to
New Ocean Agenda
P

RIME MINISTER the
Most Hon. Andrew
Holness was among
14 global leaders, of the High
Level Panel for a sustainable
ocean economy, who agreed
to a new ocean action agenda, paired with bold commitments and new research.
According to a release
from the office of the Prime
Minister, the 14 world leaders
of the ocean Panel committed
to sustainably manage 100
per cent of the ocean area
under national jurisdiction by
2025, guided by sustainable
ocean Plans.

Prime Minister the Most
Hon. Andrew Holness
the countries also agreed to
bring a holistic approach to

ocean management that balances protection, production
and prosperity to nearly 30
million square kilometres of
national waters – an area the
size of Africa.
in his remarks, Mr. Holness
stated that Jamaica has an
inextricable connection to the
ocean.
He commented that Jamaica’s coastline is approximately 1,022 kilometres and
includes an array of ecosystems
including coral reefs, seagrass
beds, mangrove forests and
swamp lands.
Prime Minister Holness
said these systems protect

the coastline (including beaches)
and importantly, provide habitat
for several species of fish and
other marine life.
He further stated that the
richness of the global ocean
capital must be managed
sustainably, to ensure productivity and diversification are
achieved for the benefit of the
people and communities
whose livelihoods depend on it.
the
Prime
Minister
Holness added that Jamaica
is committed to do its part on
sustainable ocean management
to achieve the 100 per cent
goal.

NET Receives $494,000 from JSSE for Tablet Initiative
tHe nAtionAL education
trust (net) has received a
cheque for $494,000 from the
Jamaica
social
stock
exchange (Jsse) for the ‘one
Laptop or one tablet Per
Child’ initiative.
the one Laptop or tablet
Per Child initiative aims to
promote inclusivity in the
education sector by providing
needy students with the requisite tools to function in the
online teaching and learning
environment, by ensuring equity
in access to information and
communications technology
(iCt) based learning.
Minister of education,
Youth and information, Hon.
fayval Williams, accepted the
donation during a ceremony
at the Ministry, national
Heroes Circle in Kingston, on
December 3.
the Minister thanked the
Jsse for the donation, which
she said will assist in the
Ministry’s efforts to ensure
that all children in Jamaica,
regardless of their socioeconomic background, have
access to technology to facilitate online learning.

Minister of Education, Youth and Information, Hon. Fayval Williams (2nd left), holds a
cheque for $494,000 presented to the National Education Trust (NET) by the Jamaica
Social Stock Exchange (JSSE), under the ‘One Laptop or One Tablet Per Child’ Initiative.
The ceremony was held at the Ministry, National Heroes Circle in Kingston, on December 3.
With the Minister (from left) are grade-six student, St. Michael’s Primary, Latoya Lancaster;
Manager, JSSE, Nora Blake; Group Business Development Manager, JSSE, André Gooden;
and grade-six teacher, St. Michael’s Primary, Marissa Francis.
“We want to ensure that
the use of technology is
embedded in the teaching
and learning experience. this
is not just about the CoViD
period we are now in. Yes, the
pandemic caused the acceleration of that to happen, but
it is accelerating the pace at
which we get technology into

the hands of our students,”
the Minister said.
Mrs. Williams urged other
entities to join the effort in
equipping children with these
devices.
for more information on
the project, persons may call
the net at 876-967-9007 or
876-967-7962.

JCF Increases Safety and Security
Measures for Christmas
tHe JAMAiCA Constabulary
force (JCf) has increased
safety and security measures
in anticipation of heightened
commercial activities during
the Christmas season.
speaking at a virtual
press
conference
on
December 2, Commissioner
of Police, Major General
Antony Anderson, said the
special anti-robbery initiatives that are under way will
focus on shopping and other
commercial areas, including
markets.
He noted, too, that overt
and covert teams across
police divisions will be targeting motorcyclists as well
as other persons seeking to
carry out robberies.
“As we approach the
Christmas season, we know
there are mounting concerns about robberies and
theft. A number of these
cases have been committed
in public spaces by persons
on motorcycles and to a
lesser extent motorcars, but
also the persons on foot,”
he said.
He noted that the
heightened measures, which
are being rolled out much
earlier than previous years,
also include deployment of

Commissioner of Police,
Major General Antony
Anderson
additional personnel to highviolence areas.
“We have scaled back
operations in non-operational
activities to provide additional
resources, including manpower to high-violence
areas and centres of commerce. this emphasis will
continue through to January
2021 and, of course, the
Jamaica Defence force
(JDf), who are our key partners, have called out their
reserves and also have
been deploying additional
assets,” he shared.
Additionally, the Police
Commissioner is urging
business operators to
engage the services of private security companies to
transfer large sums of cash.

Education Ministry Gets 5,000 Bottles of Hand Sanitiser

Government Moving Quickly to Set up
COVID-19 Vaccine Committee
Minister of Health and
Wellness, Dr. the Hon.
Christopher tufton, says that
the Government is moving
quickly to name the committee
to oversee the introduction of
a coronavirus (CoViD-19)
vaccine in Jamaica.

The Ministry
has in draft a plan
to manage the
introduction
of a vaccine
in the country,
includes public
education,
distribution and
clinical
management.
He said with the news
that a vaccine may shortly
become available, it is “very
urgent that we move quickly
to get this up and running”,
noting that the members will
include clinical experts within
the Ministry as well as private
sector players.
Dr. tufton, who was
addressing the sitting of the
House of representatives on
December 1, noted that vaccination has proven to be an
undeniable success in the
public health toolkit to reduce
the burden of infectious
diseases.

Minister of Health and Wellness, Dr. the Hon Christopher
Tufton
He noted that already, the
Ministry has in draft a plan to
manage the introduction of
a vaccine in the country,
which includes public education, distribution and clinical
management.
He said that the committee
to be established will have
the participation of logistics
planning and social behaviour
experts “to manage the
behaviour change intervention
that must accompany the
implementation”.
Jamaica is among the
CAriCoM member states on
whose behalf a down payment has been made by the
Caribbean Public Health
Agency (CArPHA) for equitable access to a safe and
effective CoViD-19 vaccine
through the CoViD-19 Global
Access facility (CoVAX
facility).

Minister of Science, Energy and Technology, Hon. Daryl Vaz (centre), demonstrates
to Minister of Education, Youth and Information, Hon. Fayval Williams, how the hand
sanitiser can be carried, during the handover ceremony for 5,000 bottles of hand
sanitiser at the Education Ministry in Kingston, on December 1. At left is, Acting
Senior Director, Human Resource Management and Development, Education Ministry,
Analia Wallace-Muir. The hand sanitisers are to be distributed to schools across the
island.

Gov’t to Make Announcement on Third Phase of Plastic Ban
Minister of Housing,
Urban renewal, environment
and Climate Change, Hon.
Pearnel Charles Jr., says he
will
be
making
an
announcement shortly on
the third phase of the
Government’s ban on singleuse plastic, which takes
effect in January 2021.
this phase will incorporate single-use plastic bags
with dimensions above 24 x
24 inches and thickness of
2.5 mils.
“A ban will also be
placed on single-use drinking
straws made wholly or in
part of polyethylene or
polypropylene, attached to
juice boxes or drink pouches,”
the Minister said.
He was speaking at the
inaugural three-day Plastic
Waste Management Con-

Minister of Housing, Urban Renewal, Environment and
Climate Change, Hon. Pearnel Charles Jr.
ference held virtually on
December 2.
Phase one of the ban,
which took effect in January
2019 was on the importation,
manufacture, distribution
and use of specific types of
single-use plastic carriers

below 25-gallon capacity
packaging, while the second phase, which was
effected in January of this
year, was on polystyrene
foam.
Minister Charles Jr. said
that despite some initial

hesitation, the response
from the business sector to
the ban “has been overwhelmingly positive”, noting
that there is a private sectorled Deposit refund scheme,
which will provide a cash
refund to consumers who
return their plastic bottles.
the initiative, to be
implemented by recycling
Partners Jamaica Limited, is
intended to reduce littering
and encourage recycling.
Depositors will be paid a
minimum of $1 for each
polyethylene terephthalate
(Pet) or high-density polyethylene (HDPe) bottle
delivered to recycling
Partners depots across the
island.
For more JIS News
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